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PREFACE 

The experiment described in this thesis is a precision measurement 

of the K"p backward elastic scattering cross-section in the resonance 

region between 476 and 1084 MeV/c incident kaon momentum (1552 and 1833 

MeV center of mass energy). It has long been known from pion-nucleon 

scattering that the 180 differential cross-section is favorable for the 

observation of resonances. Unfortunately, the corresponding data for 

the kaon-nucleon system are of low statistics and mainly represent 

extrapolations to 180° of Legendre polynomial fits to the K"p elastic 

differential cross-section as measured in bubble chambers. The experi

ment reported here obtained a factor of 10 improvement in statistics 

and looked et only a small solid angle (~ 45 msr) near 180°. 

Previous electronics experiments designed to study K"p backward 

elastic scattering have not yielded precise data because of the lack of 

clean, high intensity kaon beams or because their requirement of a signal 

from both final state particles failed since the backscattered K" usually 

stops in the target. This experiment was performed in the Low Energy 

Separated Beam (LESB I) at the Brookhaven AGS, which, after separation, 

produced a TT/K ratio of only 10/1. A fc'erenkov counter reduced the pion 

contamination of the incident kaon flux to less than 1%. Only the 

forward scattered proton was detected kinematically by means of a single 

arm magnetic spectrometer. As a result, the K"p backward elastic cross-

section was measured with a statistical precision of better than 3%. 

The new data show clearly the structure introduced by the previously 

known S= -1 baryon resonances and, together with a new partial wave 

analysis of the KM system, provide evidence for a new D,, resonance 



between 1700 and 1725 MeV. 

The thesis begins with a discussion of the quark model and how it 

applies to low energy (S 2 GeV) resonance physics. The basic ideas of 

the partial wave analysis are also presented. Next is a discussion of 

previous K~p backward scattering experiments and partial wave analyses 

of the KN system. Section II explains the experimental method while 

Section III discusses the data analysis. Finally, Section IV presents 

the results of the experiment and the evidence for a new KN 1=1 reso

nance between 1700 and 1725 MeV. In addition, various appendices dis

cuss such details as the theory of diffractive scattering, calibration 

of the beam momentum, Monte Carlo calculations of background and cor

rection factors, and the on-line computer program. Appendix 6 contains 

the results of the measurement of the K~p •* E"IT differential cross-

section for IT 's emerging at 0 which was conveniently performed with 

the same apparatus. 
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1.1 Introduction 

One of the most important aims in physics is to explain the prop

erties of matter in terms of the interactions of a small number of 

elementary particles. With the discovery of the basic constituents of 

the atom (protons, neutrons, and electrons) and the photon in the first 

third of this century along with the successful quantum mechanical 

explanation of atomic structure there was some hope that this goal had 

finally been achieved. However, the subsequent discoveries of positrons, 

neutrinos, muons, pions, strange particles, and the many resonant states 

of the strong interaction have made it apparent that nature is not as 

simple as it first seemed. 

The most perplexing problem has been a fundamental theoretical ex

planation of the strong interactions of hadronic matter. In the last 

few years a number of discoveries have led physicists to believe that all 

hadrons are composed of the more fundamental quarks. There is even some 

hope that the fundamental dynamical theory of quark interactions has been 

found - i.e., quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Just as quantum electro

dynamics (QED) can quantitatively predict the many energy levels of atoms 

so must QCD be able to calculate the masses and other quantum numbers of 

the many hadrons and hadronic resonances. 

In the quark model baryons are constructed out of three quarks while 

mesons are made up of a quark and an anti-quark. All the particles of 

ordinary hadronic matter consist mainly of up (u) and down (d) quarks.^ ' 

For example, the quark composition of the proton is (uud), the neutron 

(udd), and the ir (ud). It is generally assumed that the up and down 

quarks are degenerate in mass. Since the strong force ignores the 
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difference in electric charges (the up quark charge is ^e and the down 
- ^e) particles made of these quarks exhibit an SU V2) isospin symmetry. 

The strange particles are constructed by substituting an s quark, 

also of charge - g-e, for an up or down quark (e.g., K" is (us) and I 

is (uus)). The strange quark is heavier than the up and down quarks and 

it is considered an isospin singlet so that there does not exist a one-

to-one correspondence between ordinary and strange particles. In the 

approximation where m = m = m, one obtains the SU(3) unitary symmetry 

of Gel 1-Mann.^ 

For an atom there exist a number of excited states of the electrons 

which are bound to the nucleus by the electromagnetic force. It now 

seems that the many resonant states of hadrons are evidence of a similar 

situation for quarks bound by the strong force. Unfortunately, because 

QCD is a strong coupling theory (i.e., while the strength of the electro-
e 2 1 magnetic force is measured in terms of a = rr = y^y the strength of the 

(3) strong force is determined by a ~1), 'there does not exist a non-

relativistic potential for the strong forr*; analogous to the Coulomb 

potential which arises from one photon exchange between two charged 

particles. Consequently.it is not yet possible to calculate the energy 

levels of hadronic systems. However, a convenient phenomenological 

classification of strong interaction resonances is provided by the 

group SU(6) x 0(3) which incorporates the SU(3) symmetry of the u, d, 

and s quarks, the SU(2) spin symmetry of the quarks which are all spin-

^ fermions, and an 0(3) symmetry corresponding to harmonic oscillator 

interquark forces. Within this framework, hadronic particles and reso

nances are placed in the multiplets of SU(6) x 0(3) just as the proton 

http://Consequently.it
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and neutron are considered members of an SU(2) doublet and the nucleons, 

E's and ~'s form an SU(3) octet. These multiplets are quite large but 

this scheme does give an idea of how many resonances to allow for in a 

partial wave analysis as is discussed in Section 1.3. For more detail 

on SU(6) x 0(3) see the review by Dalitz.^ ' 

Experimentally the resonant states of baryons can be formed by 

colliding a meson with a nucleon (e.g., irp or Kp scattering). The anti-

quark of the meson annihilates one of the quarks of the nucleon and, if 

the center of mass energy of the system is at the mass of a resonance, 

the remaining three quarks are left in some excited state of a baryon 

which then decays to more stable particles. 

Measurements of total, elastic, and inelastic cross-sections as 

well as angular distributions from both polarized and unpolarized tar

gets provide information on the mass, lifetime, spin, parity and other 

properties of hadronic resonant states. These quantities have been 

extensively measured in the case of the pion-nucleon system and provide 

information on the energy levels of the three-body bound state of the 

up and down quarks that make up the irN resonances. Kaon nucleon scat

tering provides the opportunity to study the bound state properties of 

the strange quarks. Measurements of the KN system are not as complete 

as for the irN system mainly because of the lack of clean, high intensity 

kaon beams. The experiment reported in this thesis is one of a series 

of experiments designed to remedy this situation. 

A partial wave analysis provides a convenient way to parameterize 

the data from these scattering experiments. The differential cross-

section for elastic K p scattering may be written* ' ' 
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£ [ - | f ( e ) i 2 + |g(e) | 2 ( i ) 

where f and g are the spin non- f l ip and spin f l i p amplitudes respect ively. 

The complex functions f and g are expanded in terms of the eigenstates 

of angular momentum: 

! L 
f (8) = 7 2 [ U + U T ^ + H ^ l P ^ c o s e ) (2) 

g(6) = 1 L [ T ^ - T ^ sine P̂  (cos9) (3) 

P.(cose) = Legendre polynomial of order 2, 

dPJcose) 
P A ( c o s e ) = d(cose) 

p=fik = center of mass momentum of the incident K~. 

The two partial wave amplitudes, T.+, , for each orbital angular momentum 

I take into account the two possible spin orientations of the proton. 

The sums do not extend to 5L=°° because the finite range, R, of the strong 

interaction restricts L ~ p R/ti. 

Since both the K" and the proton are members of isospin doublets, 

the partial wave amplitudes in Eqs. (2) and (3) are a superposition of 

two amplitudes corresponding to 1=0 and 1=1. For elastic kaon-nucleon 

scattering the isospin decomposition of the amplitudes is given below: 

Reaction Isospin Amplitude 
KN KN 

K-p-K-p TJ = * <TI=1 ,J + "W 

K-p.K°n T 1 = M T R N
 T

R N ) 4 

J 1=1,J ' 1=0,J 
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K'n -> K'n Tj = T j ^ j (4 cont.) 

where J = l±H- Similar formulae exist for the T,, that describe the 

inelastic channels such as ETT, AIT, LT\, and An. A convenient spectro

scopic notation exists for the partial wave amplitudes, T,,. The orbital 

angular momentum, L, the total angular momentum J, and the isospin, I, 

of the partial wave are written l_ I 2 J for the KN system. The orbital 

angular momenta are represented by S, P, D, etc. for L=0, 1, 2,... . 

As an example, the A(1520) resonance, which is prominent in K~p elastic 

and charge exchange scattering with L=2, J=3/2, 1=0, is designated D Q 3. 

In a partial wave analysis each complex amplitude T,, is para

meterized as the sum of non-resonant background and Breit-Wigner reso

nance terms. '°' A smoothly varying function of the momentum is chosen 

for the background term while the Breit-Wigner resonance is given by^ ' 

T - V^f 
K 2(M-E)-iT 

where T-/T and TJT represent the branching ratios of the resonance into 

the initial and final channels respectively, M is the mass of the reso

nance, and E is the centerof mass energy. The total width of the reso

nance r behaves like 

r - r o (-£- ) 2 L + 1 (6) 

where p is the center of mass momentum and p and r are respectively 
2L+1 the momentum and width at E=M. The term (p/P 0) is a result of 

centrifugal barrier effects. 
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(5) It is instructive to write Eq. (5) as v ' 

'R 2i U J 

Then, if only elastic channels are open n=l and 

cot 6 - *&& (8) 

On an Argand piot of 2 ImT R versus 2 ReT R the resonant amplitude traces 

out a circle of unit radius. At resonance the phase shift 6 is 90° and 

|TR|is maximum. From Eq. (8) it is apparent that <5 increases through 

90° quite rapidly near resonance so that, as shown in Fig. la, the 

amplitude T„ quickly traverses the unit circle in a counterclockwise 

direction. With the addition of the background amplitude and the fact 

that n < 1 when inelastic channels are open the behavior of the partial 

wave amplitude on the Argand plot becomes more complicated but a reso

nance still manifests itself as the rapid counterclockwise turning of 

the amplitude as the center of mass energy increases through the mass of 

the rssonance (see Fig. lb). Experimentally one observes either bumps 

or dips in the cross-section as a function of energy. ' ' ' 

In addition to this resonance behavior, the amplitudes T,, also 

exhibit other structure as the threshold energy for a new channel is 

crossed. Unitarity and the requirement that an amplitude depend 

analytically on the center of mass energy introduce a singularity in 

the amplitude which produces a sharp 90° turn to the left in the Argand 

plot (see Fig. 1c) as the threshold is crossed (see Ref. 8 for an 

excellent discussion of this behavior). This effect, known as a cusp, 

may result in a sudden change in the cross-sections for all channels as 
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a) 

Unitary 
Circle 

2 ImT 

b) 

c) 

- 2 R e T 

- 2 R e T 

2ReT 

XBL 799-11613 

Figure 1. Sample Argand plots: 
a) Resonance behavior when only the elastic channel is open 

(Ref. 7) 
b) Resonance with n < 1 (inelastic channels open) super

imposed on background amplitude (Ref. 7) 
c) Cusp behavior at a threshold (Refs. 8 and 23) 
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the threshold is crossed. A procedure which removes this singularity 

from the analysis and which is useful for studying the behavior of ampli

tudes close to a threshold is to do the partial wave analysis in terms of 

a K-matrix which is related to the matrix of T amplitudes used above by: 

K"1 = T" 1 + i. (9) 

A detailed discussion of the K-matrix formalism may be found in Refs. 

6 and 9. 

The above parameterizations of the part ia l wave amplitudes are f i t 

to the experimental data using formulae such as Eqs. (1-3) . Parameters 

such as the masses and widths of resonances are determined from the x 2 

minimization techniques used in the f i t s . In order to sat is fy the con

s t ra in ts imposed by un i t a r i t y , any complete part ia l wave analysis should 

include both e las t i c and inelast ic channels. However, in the RN system 

the existence of a number of 3-body channels as well as a lack of accu

rate data on ine las t i c reactions makes such a multichannel analysis 

d i f f i c u l t . 

As demonstrated in the case of the TTN system, measurement of the 

backward e last ic d i f f e ren t i a l cross-sp<;tion is quite useful in providing 

evidence for the existence of resonances. ' For 0=180 the sinQ term 

in Eq. (3) causes the spin f l i p amplitude, g(6), to vanish. Using 

Eqs. (1) and (2) the d i f fe ren t ia l cross-section then becomes 

&=180° = ?l j 0

C ( £ + 1 ) T l * + l W ( " 1 ) 4 | Z ( 1 0 ) 

For the kaon-nucleon system, the existence of a number of inelast ic 

channels makes the amplitudes, T , , largely posi t ive imaginary (see 
u 

Appendix 1). Hence, due to the (-1) term in Eq. (10), which comes from 
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the values of the Legendre |olynomials at 180°, the even and odd angular 

momentum background terms tend to cancel. However, a resonance occurs 

in only one angular momentum channel and, since the corresponding 

Legendre polynomial assumes its maximum absolute value of unity, the 

resonance shiuld appear prominently in the cross-section. From Eq. (5) 

it is clear that the resonance amplitude, T R, is positive imaginary at 

resonance (E=M). Hence, a resonance of even parity, whose amplitude adds 

constructively to the background, will cause an enchancement in ^2. while 

a resonance of odd parity will cause a depression. The experiment des

cribed here was designed to obtain more precise information on the K~p 

backward elastic cross-section in order to more clearly establish the 

resonant states of the KN system. 

1.2 Previous Data 

Since K~p scattering is mainly diffractive (see Appendix 1), most 

of the elastic cross-section is strongly peaked in the forward direction 

with the result that the backward scattering cross-section is an order 

of magnitude less than the forward scattering cross-section. The results 

of previous measurements of -r~ (K p -> K"p) are shown in Fig. 2 The 
a"e=180° 

rather poor statistical accuracy is due to the lack of high intensity K~ 

beams coupled with the small cross-section, typically less than 2 mb/sr. 

Most of the data in this energy region (1550-1900 MeV in the center 

of mass) come from bubble chamber experiments, of which the most ex

tensive is that of the CERN-Heidelberg-Saclay (CHS) collaboration. They 

studied a number of K~p final states in two experiments, one covering 

the momentum region from 436 MeV/c to 793 MeV/c, the other from 777 MeV/c 

to 1226 MeV/c. At lower momenta the data are those of Armenteros 
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(JS/quu)up/-Dp 
Figure 2. Measurements of -rs: (6=180°) for 

16,18), and fits to the data by 
wave analyses (Refs. 9,21-23) 

K p + K p (Refs. 
three partial 

11-13, 
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(1970), ' while the higher momentum data were analyzed by a Chicago-
1)0) 

Heidelberg (CH) collaboration, Conforto (1971). ; Both sets of data 

represent extrapolations of Legendre polynomial fits to the measured 

differential cross-sections to 0=180 with an average statistical 

accuracy of 40% at the lower momenta and 20% at the higher momenta. 

The most recent measurement of the K"p elastic differential cross-

section, a Rutherford Laboratory - Inperial College Collaboration, is a 

bubble chamber study of eleven incident K" momenta between 960 and 1355 
(13} 

MeV/c (RLIC (1976)). ' Again, the oata presented in Fig. 2 are extrapo
lations to 180° with roughly 10% statistical errors. 

Electronic experiments have not been very successful in measuring 

the K~p backward elastic cross-section. At incident K momenta less 

than 1 GeV/c the backscattered kaon is moving so slowly that it stops in 

the target and either escapes detection entirely or produces IT'S or u's 

(through decays or nuclear interactions) that misidentify the event. 

As a result, spark chamber studies of the differential cross-section 

have been restricted to center of mass angles less than 160° by their 

requirement of a coincidence between both the proton and the scattered 

kaon.^ ' ' The only data from a counter experiment shown in Fig. 2, 

Caldwell ( 1 9 7 6 ) / 1 6 ' are the results of an Arizona experiment at the 

Eievatron that identified only the forward scattered proton using a time-

of-flight technique. Their data represent only 25% statistical accuracy 

due to low incident K~ flux. 

With such low statistics only the gross features of the kaon-nucleon 

system are apparent in Fig. 2. The steeply falling cross-section at 

lower momenta is the high energy tail of the prominent A(l520) resonance. 
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Between 700 and 900 MeV/c the cross-section begins to rise again as a 

number of inelastic channels, such as An and In. open up. The cross-

section peaks around 1000 MeV/c due to the presence of a number of reso

nances including the £(1770) and E(1777) and the A(1819) and A(1825). 

The experiment reported in this thesis reveals the structure of the back

ward elastic cross-section in considerably more detail. 

1.3 Partial Wave Analyses 

There exist a number of partial wave analyses of the KN system. 

However, none of these analyses is as complete as those of the uN system. 

The lack of accurate data covering a large energy range, in particular 

data on inelastic channels or on the scattering of kaons from polarized 

targets, makes an energy independent analysis extremely difficult. Also, 

the existence of a number of inelastic channels in RN scattering, es

pecially those containing three or more particles (Airir, Sim,etc.), 

complicates any multichannel analysis, which is the only way to take full 

advantage of the constraints imposed by unitarity. 

Recently, several high statistics bubble chamber^ ' ' and elec

tronics experiments, including a precision measurement of the charge 

exchange partial* ' and differential cross-sections/ ' have improved 

this situation somewhat. There are three partial wave analyses that 
(Q 21 22 23^ incorporate at least some of these new data.N • ' ' ' Their fits to 

the backward elastic cross-section are shown in Fig. 2. 
(21) The Rutherford Laboratory-Imperial College collaboration (RLIC)V ' 

hav<j made an energy-dependent analysis that covers the energy range be

tween 1480 and 2170 MeV. However, they did not include the charge ex

change data which only became available afterwards. They took the 
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usual approach of modeling the partial wave amplitudes as the sum of a 

smoothly varying background term and one or more non-relativistic Breit-

Wigner resonance terms. Each channel, KN, ETT, and ATT, was fitted 

separately to determine the parameters of the resonances. Then, as re

quired by unitarity, the mass and width of each resonance were constrained 

to the same values in each channel (i.e., a weighted average of the 

values from all three channels for 1=1 resonances and from the KN and 

Err channels for 1=0 resonances) and the background terms were allowed to 

vary to obtain a best fit. 
9 22 The University College London analysis (UCL) ' is a multi-channel 

energy-dependent partial wave analysis covering 1.54 to ~ 2 GeV. In 

order to realize the constraints imposed by unitarity the data were fit 

with a parameterized K-matrix. Resonances were then identified with 

poles in the K-matrix. In addition to the usual two-body channels, KN, 

Eir, and An, a fourth channel was made available to accommodate all other 

inelastic channels including An and En. This analysis is an extension 
(24) of a previous one* ' but incorporated a number of changes to eliminate 

the unphysical predictions of the earlier one. In particular, the S-wave 

dependence of the all inclusive inelastic channel on the n momentum was 

analytically continued below the An and En thresholds where the n 

momentum becomes imaginary. This simulated the cusp-like behavior of 

the amplitudes at these thresholds. Also, enough freedom was allowed in 

the fitting program to accommodate those resonances allowed by minimal 

SU(6) x 0(3). However, low energy polarization data are not fit well by 

this analysis, possibly because recently published low energy bubble 
(18) (25) 

chamberv ' and polarization data v ; were not included. 
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The most recent analysis is a single channel energy-dependent par
tial wave analysis of the KN system from 1507 to 1941 MeV by M. Alston-
Garnjost et al., (LBL)J ' All recent K~p •+ RN data were included in 
the fit. Cusps in the S-wave amplitudes were modeled by including an n 
momentum dependent term in the total widths of the resonances at the 
An and In thresholds. An extension of this analysis incorporates the 
backward elastic data reported in this thesis and is discussed in more 
detail in Section IV. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

I1.1 Experimental method 

The experiment described in this thesis is a high statistics measure

ment of the K"p backward elastic cross-section between 476 and 1084 MeV/c 

incident kaon momenta (1552 and 1833 MeV center of mass energy). With 

the same apparatus we were able to measure the differential cross-section 

for the reaction K -p -+ X~ir where the IT emerges at 0° (see Appendix 6). 

As mentioned before, two problems have precluded a precision measurement 

of the K"p backward cross-section: the lack of clean,high intensity K" 

beams and the inability to detect the backscattered K", which usually 

stops in the target, if a two particle (K~ and p) final state trigger is 

required. In this experiment, the high flux of kaons available from the 

Low Energy Separated Beam (LESB I) at the Brookhaven AGS made it possible 

to obtain an average statistical precision of 2.5% in the 180 cross-

section, more than a factor of ten improvement over previous results. 

Also, by identifying only the forward scattered proton with a single arm 

magnetic spectrometer, the problems associated with detecting the 180° 

K were avoided. 

The experiment was performed in the momentum recombined (C4) branch 

of LESB I which is shown in Fig. 3. The beam, which was designed by 

Dr. J. F o x * 2 6 ' 2 7 ' 2 8 ) and tested by the Kycia Group^ 2 9 , 3 0^ at Brookhaven, 

used an electrostatic separator and a mass slit to reduce the TT/K ratio 

to 10/1 at most momenta. A c'erenkov counter then differentiated between 

pions and kaons so that the level of pion contamination in the incident 

kaon flux was typically much less than M. 

A good incident beam particle was defined by a coincidence of the 
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three scintillation counters shown in Fig. 4: SI, an anti-counter which 

served to eliminate any beam halo; M, which set the timing for the elec

tronics; and S2, a three element hodoscope which aided in centering the 

beam on the target. The momentum resolution of the beam was monitored 

by two multi-wire proportional chambers (designated MWPC 1 and 2 in 

Fig. 4) and found to have Ap/p ~ 2.5% (FWHM).^ 3 1^ 

The kaon beam was focused at the center of a 21 cm liquid hydrogen 

target and the forward scattered protons were detected by means of the 

single arm spectrometer and scintillator hodoscope arrangement shown 

schematically in Fig. 4. The first bending magnet, D4, swept away the 

negatively charged kaons; the two quadrupoles, Q7 and Q8, focused the 

forward scattered protons on the hodoscope, H; and the last bending 

magnet, D5, provided the final momentum dispersion of the protons at the 

hodoscope. At the exit of D4 a scintillation counter, P, mainly de

termined the solid angle acceptance for the differential cross-section 

to be 9.8 msr in the laboratory frame. 

Immediately in the shadow of the hodoscope, three overlapped timing 

counters, T, discriminated against all final state particles except 

protons on the basis of the time between the arrival of a K" at M and 

the detection of a secondary at T. Thus the only background events on 

the hodoscope would be from protons that did not come from backward K"p 

scatters but instead from inelastic reactions, such as K"p •+ Air with the 

resulting decay A •*• pir", or from wide angle scattered protons that 

managed to find paths to the hodoscope other than along the spectrometer 

central ray. The momentum acceptance of the hodoscope was made con

siderably larger than the momentum bite spanned by protons from backward 

elastic K p events in order to allow an accurate determination of this 
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background. 

The information from a proton event detected by the hodoscope was 

fed into appropriate CAMACV ' modules which were then read by a PDP 11/34 

computer (see Appendix 5). The raw information from CAMAC was first put 

into more manageable form before being written to tape. In addition, 

the computer program provided on-line monitoring of various aspects of 

the experiment including histogram displays of the distribution of events 

on the hodoscope. 

II.2 Kaon Beam 

The C4 beam line at the Brookhaven AGS is shown in detail in Fig. 3. 

Since complete quantitative descriptions of LESB I may be found else

where^ " u , , i J ' only the more important features of the beam line will 

be discussed here. 

A variety of secondary particles, including pions, kaons, and anti-

protons, were made by illuminating the 4/5 interaction length "C" beam 

line production target (platinum, 76.2 mm thick, 5.08 mm high, and 2.54 
12 mm wide) with ~ 2 x 10 protons per pulse of the AGS slow extracted 

beam (SEB) at 29.4 GeV/c. Those particles emitted at 10.5 degrees were 

deflected an additional 11.5 degrees from the primary proton beam by the 

first bending magnet, Dl. The quadrupole doublet, Ql and Q2 provided a 

beam that was slightly converging in the vertical dimension at the 

electrostatic separator. Before the beam entered the separator, the 

bending magnet D2 made the primary momentum determination and produced 

a momentum dispersed image of the production target for the momentum 

slits (see Figs. 3 and 5). 

The second quadrupole doublet, Q3 and Q4, focused the beam at the 
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mass slit. Since low momentum particles came to a focus upstream of the 

high momentum particles, the mass slit was rotated by 40 degrees with 

respect to the beam axis as shown in Fig. 5. With the electric field in 

the separator at 50 kV/cm (54 kV/cm for momenta above 890 MeV/c) the mag

netic field was tuned so that kaons passed undetected through the 0.4 

cm vertical gap in the mass slit. This reduced the ir/K ratio in the beam 

at the LhL target to less than 10/1 at most momenta. After leaving the 

mass slit the beam was then focused and centered on the hydrogen target 

by the quadrupole doublet, Q5 and Q6, and the bending magnet, D3. 

The currents used in the magnets of the C4 beam line were deter

mined from information available from other experiments that had used 

LESB I (in particular, the K~p charge exchange study* ' ) . It was found 

necessary to tune only three magnets in going from one momentum to the 

next. The quadrupole,Q3, which focused vertically on the 10 cm sepa

rator gap was adjusted to give maximum kaon flux; the beam separator 

magnetic field was fine tuned to maximize the number of beam kaons; and, 

finally, the current in D3 was varied to center the beam on the target. 

The position of the beam at the target was monitored in the horizontal 

dimension by the hodoscope counter S„, consisting of three vertical 1.27 

cm wide scintillator elements, and in the vertical dimension by a hodo

scope, consisting of five horizontal 1.27 cm wide scintillator fingers, 

which was taken out of the beam during data-taking. 

As mentioned before, a good incident beam particle was required to 

pass through the aperture of the S, beam halo counter, through M, and 

through S^. The dimensions and locations of these counters, as well as 

of other scintillation counters used in this experiment, are given in 
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Table I 

Counter and Wire Chamber Dimensions 

a) S c i n t i l l a t i o n counters 

Counter Thickness 
(cm) 

Width 
(cm) 

Height 
(cm) 

Distance from * 
target centerl ine 

S l 0.32 15.24 2.54 -158.4 

M 0.32 10.1b 5.08 -22.9 

S 2 0.32 3.81 3.18 -15.2 

P 0.32 7.62 25.40 140.4 

H 0.32 59.69 30.48 814.3 

b) Wire chambers 

Aperture (w x h) 28.0 cm x 8.0 cm 

Number of wires 96 

Wire spacing 2 mm 

Wire diameter 20 u (gold plated tungsten) 

Distances from target cen i ter l 
* 

ine 

Upstream chamber -180 cm 

Downstream chamber - 97 cm 

A negative distance means that the counter was located upstream of the 
target. 
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Table la. Table lb lists the dimensions of the wire chambers which 

monitored the beam profile and momentum spread. 

Beam TI'S and p's were then distinguished from beam K~'s by means of 

the cerenkov counter shown schematically in Fig. 6. ' Because of their 

greater velocity, ir's and u's gave off Cerenkov radiation at a larger 

angle with respect to the beam axis than did K 's of the same momentum. 

The cWenkov cells were chosen with indices of refraction such that pion 

b'erenkov light was internally reflected at the cell surface into the "TT" 

phototubes, while kaon Cerenkov light, which exited the cell, was focused 

by an annular spherical mirror onto the "K" phototubes. This allowed 

both a positive identification of K~'s and a veto of TT'S and u's. (A 

more detailed description of the Cerenkov counter may be found in Ref. 33.) 

As explained in Appendix 4.B.1, the Cerenkov counter reduced the TT and y 

contamination of the incident K" flux to much less than 1% at most mo

menta. At the lowest momentum, 476 MeV/c, the contamination was only 2%. 

In order to study as small a solid angle as possible at 180° for 

K~p •+ K"p it was necessary that both the beam spot size and its conver

gence be small at the target. The three beam defining counters, SI, M, 

and Sp, limited the horizontal convergence of the beam at the target to 

66 mr and the vertical to 20 mr. In fact, the wire chamber information 

showed the horizontal convergence to be less than 40 mr and the hori

zontal beam dimension to be less than 4.5 cm at the target. The vertical 

beam profile hodoscope described above yields a vertical beam dimension 

of less than 2 cm at the target center. 

In addition to the apparatus required for defining the kaon beam it 

was necessary to place a 10.16 cm thick lead collimator with a!0.16x 5.08cm 
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Figure 6. Cerenkov counter schematic 
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hole for beam passage upstream of the target between the Cerenkov counter 

and the M counter. Without the lead wall it was possible for backscat-

tered kaons or their charged decay products to enter the cerenkov counter, 

produce cerenkov light that was internally reflected by the cell, and 

thus activate the pion veto. Hence, the very events the experiment was 

designed to detect could veto themselves. Most of the particles that 

went straight back through the small hole in the lead also had to pass 

through M thereby greatly increasing the pulse height of the output of. 

the M phototube. A high threshold discriminator circuit, described in 

Section II.6, prevented false vetos of good events by these particles. 

Monte Carlo calculations (see Appendix 4.C.3)showed that, as a result of 

the combined effect of the lead wall and the high threshold M counter 

veto circuit, less than 0.1% of all backward elastic K~p events vetoed 

themselves. 

The momentum of the beam was calibrated by a time-of-flight method 

described in Appendix 2. The results of this calibration are consistent 

with values obtained by subtracting dp/dx losses in material upstream of 

the liquid hydrogen target from the tuned value of the K~ momentum at the 

mass slit. All beam momentum values used in this thesis are the mean 

interaction momentum of the K" in the hydrogen target calculated as 

described above. 

II.3. Liquid Hydrogen Target 

The liquid hydrogen target used in this experiment is shown sche

matically in Fig. 7. The cylindrical Mylar flask, which contained the 

liquid hydrogen was 20.96 cm long and 10.16 cm in diameter with walls 

0.178 mm thick and endcaps 0.089 mm thick. The endcaps were enclosed by 
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20 layers of 6.35 y aluminized Mylar insulation. The whole assembly was 

located inside a cylindrical aluminum vacuum jacket with a 0.190 mm 

Mylar window at the upstream end and a 0.089 mm thick Mylar window at 

the downstream end. X-ray photographs, taken with the target filled 

with liquid nitrogen, permitted a measurement of the target's axial 

length and the curvature of its endcaps while the target was cold. 

The average pressure in the hydrogen target when it was full was 
(35) 1.109 atm, which gives a liquid parahydrogen density of 0.0704 g/cc. 

When the target was empty, residual hydrogen gas contributed 0.0004 g/cc, 

leaving a net density of 0.070 g/cc. 

II.4. Spectrometer 

Figure 4 shows the layout of the single arm spectrometer used to 

momentum analyze the protons from backward elastic K"p collisions. The 

first element of the spectrometer, D4, an 18D36 dipole magnet located 

immediately downstream of the hydrogen target, served mainly to sweep 

away the negatively charged kaon beam. This bending magnet was 91.44 cm 

long, 45.72 cm wide, and gapped to 25.4 cm to give a maximum /B • da of 

2.4 Tesla-meters. 

The solid angle acceptance was defined by a thin (0.32 cm) scin

tillation counter (P), 25.4 cm high, 7.62 cm wide and located 140.36 cm 

(as measured along the spectrometer central ray) downstream of the 

hydrogen target center (just upstream of Q7). The acceptance of the P 

counter was thus 54 mr horizontally arid 179 mr vertically or 9.78 msr of 

solid angle. To maximize the counting rate the P counter was made 

slightly larger than the geometric acceptance of the spectrometer magnet 

apertures. Monte Carlo calculations described in Appendix 4.C.1 found 
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thib Lo be a momentum dependent effect that made the true angle accep

tance less than that determined by the P counter by 4-6%. Since the '• 

counter was located between magnets D4 and Q7, each of its two equal 

area segments was placed at the end of a long lucite light pipe to keep 

the phototubes, already encased in iron shielding, in regions of low 

magnetic field. The horizontal division of the counter into two pieces 

aided in monitoring the vertical positions of the scattered protons. 

The next two elements of the spectrometer, Q7 and Q8, formed a 

quadrupole doublet which focused the forward scattered protons on the 

hodoscope. Both quadrupoles were 18Q36 magnets, 91.44 cm long with a 

45.72 cm diameter bore and a maximum field gradient of 5.12 Tesla/meter. 

Q7, a vertically focusing magnet, was placed upstream of Q8, a verti

cally defocusing element, to pre., the maximum lever arm for squeezing 

the secondary proton beam through the narrow vertical gap of the D5 mag

net. The resulting vertical and horizontal foci were 50.8 and 152.4 cm 

respectively downstream of the exit of D5. The final magnet, D5, a 

36D72 bending magnet (182.9 cm long, 91.44 cm wide, and gapped to 20.3 

cm for a maximum /B • d£of4.0 Tesla-meters), produced a momentum dis

persed image of the target at the hodoscope. 

The spectrometer magnets were tuned by reversing the currents in 

each magnet and allowing the incident kaon beam to pass through to the 

hodoscope. Measurements of the fields in each magnet showed that any 

asymmetries associated with hysteresis effects in reversing the magnet 

currents were small. A matrix describing the transport of a proton from 

the target to the hodoscope was calculated with the beam optics program 
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Transformation matrix of spectrometer from target to focus. 
AD 

The vector, labeled x, 8 , y , 8 , -p-, is in uni ts of cm, 
msr, and per cent. ^ 

-0.649 0 0 0 ^2.19 

-7.28 -1.54 0 0 0 

0 0 -3.88 0 0 

0 0 -3.50 -0.284 0 

0 0 0 0 1 
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TRANSPORT^ 3 6' and is presented in Table II. 

Virtually all of the empty target events in this experiment were 

produced in the hydrogenous materials upstream of the target. When the 

target was full, these protons lost energy in traversing the liquid 

hydrogen. If the same spectrometer settings were used for an empty 

target run,such particles, which would then have somewhat higher momenta 

on entering the spectrometer, would hit the hodoscope at a different 

position than in a target full run. To allow a channel by channel sub

traction of empty target events from the hodoscope distributions the 

spectrometer currents were set 1-5% higher (depending on the momentum) 

on empty target runs. 

II.5. Hodoscope and Time-of-Flight Counters 

The spectrometer produced a momentum dispersed image of forward 

scattered protons at the final hodoscope, H, shown in detail on Fig. 4 

and located 814 cm downstream of the hydrogen target center. The hodo

scope was made up of 23 scintillator elements each 30.48 cm high, 3.81 

cm wide, and viewed by an RCA 8575 2" phototube. Nearest neighbor 

elements overlapped by 1.27 cm to give 43 channels 1.27 cm wide and two 

outside channels 2.54 cm wide. The momentum dispersed image of elas-

tically scattered protons was about 13 cm wide, 20 cm high, and centered 

on the hodoscope while the total Ap/p acceptance of the hodoscope was 

± 13.6%. 

The time-of-flight array (T) consisted of two counters each 59.7 cm 

wide and 15.24 cm high placed immediately downstream of the hodoscope. 

The shadow of the hodoscope was completely contained within the boun

daries of these two counters so that any particle accepted by the 
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spectrometer that hit the hodoscope also hit one of these two timing 

counters. A third counter, of the same dimensions, was vertically 

centered on the junction of the two primary TOF counters and was used 

for positional tagging. The resulting combination of these three 

counters divided the vertical region of the hodoscope into 4 channels 

each 7.62 cm high. The total flight path for the TOF system was 8.5 

meters, and the inclusion of cuts on the particle TOF in the electronics 

resulted in a substantial reduction in the trigger rate due to unwanted 

particles from background reactions (see Section II.6). 

II.6. Electronics 

The scintillation counters used in this experiment were viewed by 

RCA 8575 two-inch phototubes. The high voltages on each tube were set 

so that a normally incident minimum ionizing particle produced a 300 mV 

signal at the input to that phototube's discriminator. The discriminator 

thresholds were adjusted to 100 mV (1/3 the minimum ionizing pulse height). 

Figure 8 is a schematic of the beam definition electronics. A 

signal in the SI beam halo counter vetoed any M • S2 coincidences so 

that a good incident beam particle was defined by B = SI • M • S2. The 

RCA 8575 tube on M was chosen for low noise and good pulse height to pro

vide a stable signal to set the timing for most of the fast logic chain. 

The singles counts on each of the three elements of the S2 hodoscope were 

scaled to provide an on-line histogram display of the horizontal beam 

profile at the target. 

To provide sufficient time for the wire chambers to recover from the 

passage of a charged particle, no two beam particles were accepted within 

65 ns of each other. This was accomplished by means of the dead time 
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circuit, DT, shown in Fig. 8; the timing diagram for the DT coincidences 

is shown in Fig. 9. Ninety per cent of the M ^ signal was fed into a 

MECL III updating discriminator with three outputs: one with a 1.3 ns 

shorted clip to yield a sharp 2.6 ns pulse and the other two with 65 ns 

output widths. One of the longer signals was delayed 73 ns with respect 

to the other and added passively to it to produce a veto signal at the 

input of DT. If no other beam particle arrived within 65 ns of the 

first, the shorter signal would produce an output at DT during the 8 ns 

the veto was off and thus establish a coincidence at BD. A particle 

arriving sooner than 65 ns after another produced an updated veto signal 

that closed the 8 ns gap in the early veto signal and thus produced no 

output at DT and no coincidence at BD (see Fig. 9). Of course, two 

particles coming within 8 ns of each other would be counted as one at 

BD, but, since the rates at B were less than 1.5 MHz this effect 

amounted to less than 1.2% of the BD coincidences. The effect on the 

mo^e important kaon flux coincidence, BK (see below), was negligible 

since the TT/K ratio in the beam was at least 10/1. Thus, if an incident 

kaon was accompanied by another particle within 8 ns that particle was 

most likely a IT. Since the cerenkov counter eliminated more than 99% of 

all IT'S from BK (see Appendix 4.B.1) this reduced the probability that a 

count in BK consisted of a K and a u within 8 ns of each other to less 

than 0.0U. 

The rate independent coincidences, BD, contained both ir" and K~ 

signals. The cerenkov counter electronics shown in Fig. 10 vetoed 

essentially all beam pions (see Appendix 4.B.1). The outputs of the 

Cerenkov counter "TT" phototubes were added actively to produce the 

coincidence TT in the logic diagram (Fig. 10),as were the outputs of the 
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"K" tubes to produce the coincidence K. A legitimate kaon signal defined 

by Jf=:r • K was then put into coincidence with BD to produce BK. 

As mentioned in Section II.2 a backward going K' from a K"p elastic 

collision or its decay products could veto the event by faking a V 

signal in the Cerenkov counter. Most such backward going K's traversed 

M again and gave a pulse that overlapped sufficiently with that from the 

passage of the beam K~ to yield an exceptionally large (more than 3.5 

times "minimum ionizing") signal in the counter. To reduce the number 

of such false vetoes 10% of the NL T signal was amplified and fed into a 

discriminator whose threshold was set at 3.5 times the "minimum ionizing" 

pulse height. The output of this discriminator could then cancel the 

Herenkov counter pion signal (see Fig. 10). 

In addition to the beam definition system a pair of multiwire pro

portional chambers (MWPC) placed between SI and C provided information 

on the beam profile. Each chamber consisted of 96 vertical gold plated 

tungsten wires with 2 mm horizontal spacing. The two chambers were sepa

rated by about 80 cm. The wire chamber readout system, described in 

Ref. 37, stored the hit pattern in each chamber in a CAMAC module 

(Kinetics Systems KS3430) for each event trigger. The chambers, filled 

with an Ar-C0 2 gas mixture and operated between 2800 and 3000 V, had an 

efficiency of about 90% due to rate limitations in the readout system. 

Since the chambers were used only to monitor the beam profile this in

efficiency was not a problem. 

The trigger electronics are shown in Fig. 11. The logic signals 

from both halves of the P counter were summed to produce P which was 

then placed into coincidence with BK. The result, SK, indicated that an 
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incoming kaon had produced a particle that passed through the P counter. 

Most of these were beam kaons that later hit the iron of Q7, Q8, and D5. 

The final trigger required a count in both the hodoscope, H, and 

the time-of-flight array, T, to give HT = T • H. This was then combined 

with the SK signal to produce the trigger coincidence TR = SK1 • HT'. 

Figure 12 shows the variation with beam momentum of the time difference 

between the arrival of a beam K~ at the M counter and the detection of 

a secondary proton at the hodoscope. Because of the variation, the width 

of SK'was made large enough (55 ns) so that as the momentum ranged from 

500 to 1100 MeV/c and HT'occurred later or earlier with respect to the 

leading edge of SKI the HT'pulse always fell within the SK'gate (see the 

timing diagram for TR=HT' • SK' at three representative K" momenta on 

Fig. 12). This allowed the timing to remain unchanged as the momentum 

was varied. However, particles other than protons with different TOF's 

through the spectrometer produced an HT'signal outside the SK'gate. The 

other electronics shown in Fig. 11 provided triggers and gates for 

the CAMAC interrupt register, latch boxes, TDC's, and ADC's. 

The rates for each of the coincidences B, BD, BK, SK, and TR 

are listed at several momenta in Table III. 

II.7. Data Acquisition 

At each momentum data were accumulated in a series of full and 

empty target runs. As mentioned in Section II.4, the spectrometer mag

nets were operated with higher currents for empty target runs to account 

for the energy loss in the LH 2 by background protons from K~p inter

actions upstream of the hydrogen target when it was full. 
12 Figure 13 shows the kaon flux per 10 protons incident on the "C" 
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Table III 

Coincidence Rates 

1 p 
(per 10 protons incident on the C target ; 
typical beam was ~ 2 x 10^2 protons/pulse) 

Coincidence Rate 
500 MeV/c 750 MeV/c 1050 MeV/c 

B 46400 123000 246000 

BD 44100 107000 181000 

BK 265 12800 13100 

SK 0.747 19.9 16.7 

TR 0.018 0.71 1.27 

Note: SK and TR are full target rates 
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production target as a function of the tuned value of the beam momentum. 

At most momenta enough event triggers were taken to yield a statistical 

error of only 2-3%. But, since the kaon flux drops by a factor of 30 

between 800 and 500 MeV/c this was not always possible. The statistical 

errors are minimized if the ratio of total full target kaon flux, (J>p, to 

empty target flux, 4> M T, is given by 

? -VP" 
where Rp(R..T) are the full (empty) target event ratss, i.e., triggers 

per incident kaon. The total full and empty target flux accumulated at 

eacn momentum approximated this relation. 

The data acquisition system consisted of CAMAC interfaced to a PDP 

11/34 computer. All the counters in the H and T hodoscopes were fed 

into CAMAC latches, most of the coincidences and many of the single 

counters were scaled, time-of-flights were recorded in CAMAC TDC's and 

pulse heights for the M counter and each of the T0F counters were re

corded by CAMAC ADC's. When an even trigger (TR) occurred, an interrupt 

was fed to the PDP 11/34 and the event information was read into the 

computer. Between AGS pulses, the computer performed several minor 

checks and conversions on the raw data (e.g., converting latch bit 

patterns into hodoscope channel numbers) and then wrote the data onto 

magnetic tape for further analysis by off-line software. In addition, 

the computer accumulated the data on-line and could display, on command, 

histograms of various quantities such as events per hodoscope channel or 

ADC or TDC distributions. The structure of the on-line program is out

lined in Appendix 5. This facility was very useful in the setup and 
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Repeated Data Points 

PK" d ! ( e K - = 1 8 ° 0 ) 

/ 4. j \ Special running 
(MeV/c) ( U n (mb/Tr ) condit ions* 

642 0.426 ± .023 Lucite If ce l l 
0.414 ± .026 Styrene C ce l l 

663 0.381 ± .018 
0.388 ± .023 

673 0.421 + .016 
0.412 ± .018 

683 0.381 ± .016 
0.380 ± .026 

694 0.342 ± .016 
0.398 ± .022 

704 0.413 ± .015 Ap/p = ± 1.5% 
0.397 ± .016 Ap/p = ± 1.0% 

714 0.415 ± .014 
0.431 ± .021 

724 0.414 ± .015 Ap/p = ± 1.0% 
0.437 ± .015 Ap/p = ± 1.5% 
0.394 ± .020 Ap/p = ± 1.0% 

734 0.504 ± .020 
0.495 ± .016 

745 0.542 ± .018 
0.517 ± .023 

805 1.041 + .020 
1.056 + .021 

826 1.126 +.026 Lucite I ce l l 
1.078 ± .028 Glycerol + HjO C ce l l 

Some runs were repeated with d i f fe ren t Cerenkov counter ce l l s or with 
the momentum jaws (see Fig. 5) set fo r a d i f fe rent Ap/p. Those runs 
are e x p l i c i t l y i den t i f i ed in th is column. 
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Table IV (cont . ) 

P K- > K - = 1 8 0 ° > 
(uncorrected) Special running 

(MeV/c) (mb/sr) conditions 

926 1.565 ± .038 Ap/p = 1.0% 
1.627 ± .026 Ap/p = 0.5% 

947 1.786 ± .039 
1.771 ± .023 

1007 2.124 ± .034 
2.076 ± .045 
1.992 ± .031 

1051 1.684 + .028 
1.659 ± .039 

Some runs were repeated with d i f fe ren t Jferenkov counter ce l l s or with 
the momentum jaws (see Fig. 5) set fo r a d i f ferent Ap/p. Those runs 
are e x p l i c i t l y i den t i f i ed in th is column. 
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debugging of the experiment and also for on-line monitoring of the 

experimental operation. 

As a consistency check, several momenta were repeated during the 

experiment. The data from these runs are compared in Table IV and, 

within the statistical accuracy of the data points, show no time-

dependent systematic effects. 
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III. DATA ANALYSIS 
II1.1 General Approach 

Ideally, for determination of the K"p backward elastic differential 
cross-section, one would like to measure only backward elastic events 
that originate in the liquid hydrogen target. Then the differential 
cross-section would be given by: 

da ~ Afi nJL 
P *• 

(12) 

N = number of K"p backward elastic events 
Aft = solid angle acceptance in the center of mass 
n = number of protons per unit area in the LHp target 

N K = number of incident K"'s. 

In practice, of course, the raw'data must be subjected to considerable 
analysis in order to extract the above numbers. In addition to the 
usual subtraction of empty target events a number of other corrections 
must be made to the data, including subtraction of background events and 
corrections for loss of beam kaons and loss of forward scattered protons. 
The resulting expression for the backward differential cross-section is: 

s-avw-ar^-s^-'ft)''^-6' °3) 

where, 
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A = 1.008, the atomic weight of hydrogen, 

p = 0.070 g/cc, the density of l i qu id para-hydrogen in the t a r 

get a f te r subtraction of the gas- f i l l ed empty ef fect (see 

Section I I . 3 ) , 

L = 20.96 cm, the target length measured along i t s cy l indr ica l 

ax is , 

N = Avogadro's number, 

(BK) = the number of beam pa r t i c l es , e lec t ron ica l ly ident i f ied as 

kaons, that produced F counts when the target was f u l l , 

-j£- = the laboratory to center of mass sol id angle transformation, 
lab 

Afl-i b = 9.78 msr, the sol id angle subtended by the P counter in the 

laboratory, 

M = the observed number of counts with the target empty for 
RK 
•j— incident kaons, 
kl 

B = a background (see Section III.2), 

n C- and C , = various correction factors of order 1 explained in 

Section III.3 and Appendix 4. 

The large amount of hydrogenous material in the beam line, 28 cm of 

LHp equivalent, contributed about 10-20% of the observed full target 

events. Thus, the first step in the data analysis was the channel by 

channel subtraction of empty target events from full target events on the 

hodoscope. Since only 1/3 to 1/2 as many kaons were incident on empty 

target runs as on full target runs, the measured number of empty target 

events were renormalized by a factor k, = 2-3 before the subtraction. 

The target full, renormalized target empty, and subtracted hodoscope 

distributions at one momentum (1007 MeV/c) are shown in Fig. 14. 
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The experiment was designed so that protons from backward elastic 

scatters fell on the central one-third of the hodoscope. For the pur

pose of background determination, high and low momentum cuts were made 

on the elastic peak with care taken to ensure that the tails of the 

elastic peak were not excluded (see Fig. 14). The Monte Carlo model of 

the experiment (described in detail in Appendices 3 and 4 ) , which allowed 

for multiple scattering of protons downstream of the" interaction point 

in the target, showed that these limits placed on the hodoscope distri

bution included all protons from K"p backward scatters. The Monte Carlo 

program was also used in the calculation of the background, B, and some 

of the correction factors, C.. 

III.2 Background Subtraction 

Background protons accounted for 7-26% of the events in the data 

peak, with the larger contribution occurring only between 600 and 700 

MeV/c where the backward elastic cross-section is small. Since particles 

other than protons were rejected by time-of-flight considerations, only 

inelastic reactions that could yield protons should have contributed to 

the background. Table V lists those reactions with the most significant 

cross-sections that yielded final state .hyperons that eventually decayed 

to protons and other particles. From Fig. 15 it is apparent that protons 

from each of these reactions could have momenta that fell within the 

± 13% Ap/p acceptance of the hodoscope. Also shown in Fig. 15 is the 

maximum momentum of protons from K~p •+ K'pir0. However, these protons 

would have momenta too low to reach the hodoscope except above 900 MeV/c 

incident K momentum where they hit the low momentum side of the 
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Table V 

Background Reactions 

K~p Final 
State 

Cross Section 
(mb) 

Decay 
Sequence 

Total branching ra t io 
for decay to protons 

A 0 
Air 2 - 4 A -+ PIT" .642 

xV 1 - 3 £ ° - * A Y 
A -*• pir' .642 

sV 1.5 - 6 I + -> pir° .516 

Aim 2 - 7 A -* pir" .642 
„+ - 0 
E TT TT 0.1 - 1.1 *.+ o 

E -»• pir 
.516 
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(o /AQM x v w

w d 
Figure 15. Maximum momentum of protons from background reactions 

as a function of incident K momentum 
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hodoscope well outside the elastic region. 

It was originally hoped that the Monte Carlo model of the above 

reactions would explain all the observed background. After normalization 

to the experimental kaon flux, the Monte Carlo values for background 

events were compared with the observed number of protons bin by bin in 

the hodoscope distributions. The area of the hodoscope outside the 

limits on the elastic peak provided a check on the ability of the 

Monte Carlo to model all the background. The Monte Carlo could then 

fix the structure of the background under the elastic peak. While this 

method worked quite well at low momenta, there was an additional unex

plained background above 625 MeV/c. Fig. 14c, at 1007 MeV/c incident 

K~ momentum where this problem was most pronounced, shows that the Monte 

Carlo prediction for the background is too low. Thus a two step process 

was necessary for the proper subtraction of background events. First, 

the Monte Carlo events calculated as explained above were subtracted to 

give a hodoscope distribution like that in Fig. 16. The unexplained 

background is evidenced by the tails that remain outside the elastic 

peak. This additional background was subtracted by averaging its magni

tude over several channels on the low momentum side of the elastic peak 

and similarly on the high momentum side. The background contribution 

to the elastic peak was then assumed to be the average of these two 

values. 

Calculations of both the Monte Carlo and the additional background 

were performed as explained immediately above at several momenta. The 

results with their statistical errors were then plotted as background 

events per hodoscope channel per 10 incident kaons as shown in Fig. 17. 

For use in the reduction of the data at each beam momentum smooth curves 
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were drawn through these points. The complicated momentum structure of 

the Monte Carlo background is due to individual large variations in the 

cross-sections of each of the five reactions considered over this momen

tum range. The contribution of each inelastic channel to the background 

is discussed more fully in Appendix 3. The momentum structure of the 

unexplained background is reminiscent of that of the K p backward elas

tic cross-section (see Fig. 2). This suggests that the unexplained back

ground is made up of protons that are scattered at too wide an angle to 

hit the P counter directly but instead are deflected through P by the 

pole faces of D4 and then reach the hodoscope. Although this effect is 

not easily calculated, any contribution to the overall systematic error 

should be small since unexplained background events never comprised more 

than 6% of the elastic peak. 

III.3 Corrections 

The correction factors, n C., include two different kinds: (1) 
i 

corrections to the beam flux and to the path length in the target and 

(2) corrections for the loss of scattered secondary protons. As can be 

seen from Table VI, no correction factor was ever larger than a few per 

cent giving a total overall correction factor averaging 15% (9% coming 

from corrections of type (1) and 6% from corrections of type (2)). The 

momentum dependence of each correction factor is plotted in Fig. 18. A 

complete discussion of the evaluation of each of these correction 

factors may be found in Appendix 4. All Monte Carlo calculations were 

carefully cross checked by hand. 

III.4 Summary 

Figure 19 shows the raw data and the overall correction factor 



Table Via 

K" beam intensity and path length corrections 

C ] Beam contamination (ir.ii.e) 1.0001 - 1.021 ± 0.001 

C 2 Decays of beam K" between Jferenkov 1.0098 ± 0.0002 
and S ? counter 

C 3 Interactions of beam K" in counter S 2 1.0041 ± 0.0005 

C. Decays of beam K" between counter S 2 1.0204 - 1.0469 ± 0.0001 
and downstream end of target 

C 5 Interactions of beam K" in target 1.0148-1.0225 +0.0001 

Cfi Target length (end profile averaged 1.0230 ±0.0005 
over beam distribution) 

in Oi 



Table VIb 

Losses of secondaries 

K"p -«• K"p K"p •> z V 
Ci • «, Ci «1 

C? Absorption in hydrogen, acceptance of 1.041 - 1.060 ±0.002 1.033 - 1.067 ±0.002 
spectrometer (apertures) 

C' Absorption of secondaries in 1 .020-1 .037 ±0.0004 1 .013-1 .052 ±0.0015 
hydrogen (dif ference for 
target f u l l vs. empty) 

Cg / decay (E"ir + only) 1.000 1.120 - 1.299 ±0.002 

Cq Backward K" vetoes (K"p only) 1.0002- 1.0011 ±0.0004 
Backward £ vetoes (E ir only) 1-000 

C 1 Q Absorption in P counter and a i r 1.014 ±0.002 1.016 ±0.002 
column in spectrometer 

NOTE: Correction factors fo r loss of i r + , s (K~p •+• z"ir ) are discussed in Appendix 6. 

in 
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1-3 
Figure 18. Momentum dependence of correction factors 

NOTE: Correction factors for loss of IT 'S (K~p -
are discussed in Appendix 6. 

iV) 
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used in the final calculation of the K"p backward elastic differential 

cross-section. The statistical accuracy of the data is typically 2.5% 

while the errors on each correction factor are always less than 0.2%. 

It is important to note that the contributions of the background (Fig. 

17) and the overall correction factor (Fig. 19) are small and vary 

smoothly with the incident kaon momentum. As mentioned before, the 

dominant systematic error comes from uncertainties in the background 

determination and is estimated to lead to less than a 1% error in the 

overall normalization of the final results. This comes from assuming 

that the additional background under the data peak, rather than being 

the average of the low and high momentum backgrounds as above, is equal 

to either the low or high momentum background only. 
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

IV.l The New Data 

The fully corrected results of the measurement of the K~p backward 

elastic cross-section are listed in Table VII and presented in Fig. 20. 

Figures 21 and 22 compare these data with the results of previous experi

ments and partial wave analyses. The errors shown in the figures are 

purely statistical and are typically 2.5% which is a factor of 10 im

provement over the previous data. 

The new K"p backward elastic results agree only fairly well with 

the previous data but show good agreement with the RLIC and LBL partial 
(21 23) wave analyses/ ' ' except above 850 MeV/c. In particular, in the 

region between 550 and 650 MeV/c both analyses have suggested that the 

differential cross-section should be larger than that measured by the 

earlier experiments. The new measurement confirms this behavior. The 

new data show clearly the rapid rise in the backward cross-section at 

the An threshold (725 MeV/c) as expected from the cusp-like behavior of 

the S-wave amplitude in this region (see Section 1.1). Similar be

havior at the En threshold (889 MeV/c) is not so apparent because the 

cross-section is already rising steeply due to the presence of a number 

of resonances (indicated on Fig. 20). 

Above 950 MeV/c the new data differ significantly from the old. In 

attempting to fit the older data the previous PWA's all give a lower 

cross-section in this region. There is no apparent explanation for this 

discrepancy between the new and old data, but the new LBL analysis dis

cussed below requires only an increase in higher angular momentum partial 

wave amplitudes and not the introduction of new resonances to fit the 
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Table VII 

Differential cross section at 180 for the elastic scattering 
K"p •* K"p as a function of incident K" beam momentum (P., ) 

PK-(MeV/c) ^(iao°)(rnb/sr) PK-(MeV/c) ^(180°)(mb/sr) 

476 1.487 ± .085 826 1.240 ± .021 
497 1.211 ± .067 836 1.220 ± .022 
518 • 1.068 ± .057 846 1.197 ± .025 
539 0.895 ± .051 856 1.229 ± .023 
560 0.745 ± .031 866 1.289 ± .023 
581 0.626 ± .030 876 1.319 ± -022 
601 0.566 ± .029 886 1.424 ± .024 
622 0.513 ± .030 896 1.507 ± .026 
642 0.477 ± .019 906 1.677 ± .020 
663 0.433 + .016 926 1.811 ± .024 
673 0.472 ± .013 947 2.000 ± .022 
683 0.429 ± .015 957 2.044 ± .045 
694 0.408 ± .015 967 2.178 ± .024 
704 0.457 ± .012 977 2.140 ± .036 
714 0.474 + .013 987 2.300 ± -034 
724 0.472 ± .011 997 2.295 ± .037 
734 0.560 ± .014 1007 2.329 ± .023 
745 0.599 ± .015 1018 2.305 ± .034 
755 0.746 ± .019 1029 2.200 ± .035 
765 0.932 + .020 1040 2.117 ± .032 
775 0.982 ± .021 1051 1.898 ± .025 
785 1.063 ± .024 1062 1.738 ± .028 
795 1.090 ± .021 1073 1.435 ± .026 
805 1.176 ± .017 1084 1.279 + .034 
815 1.221 + .023 
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new results. The most significant feature of the new data is the enhance

ment between 800 and 850 MeV/c. Earlier PWA's do not exhibit this be

havior while the previous data in that region are too sparse to give any 

indication of such structure. This is the same region where new struc-

large 
(38) 

(19) ture was found in the high statistics charge exchange experiment* ' and 

the 1=1 cross-sections of Carroll et al. 

IV.2 Discussion of Partial Wave Analysis 
(23) To examine this enhancement in detail the LBL (1978) analysisv ' 

was extended to include the results of this experiment. Little change 

in the resonance parameters of the earlier analysis was required by the 

larger cross-sections above 950 MeV/c. Instead the background ampli

tudes were enlarged in the higher angular )f.*̂ «ii+.um partial waves whose 

contribution is small at low momentum and important only at the higher 

momenta. Hence an increase in these higher partial waves served both 

to maintain the good fit to the backward elastic K"p data below 800 MeV/c 

while accommodating the larger cross-sections around 1000 MeV/c without 

the introduction of new resonances. The result of this new partial wave 

analysis without the addition of any new resonances is compared with the 

new data on the backward elastic cross-section in Fig. 23. 

IV.3 Search for New Resonances 

Resonant amplitudes were assumed to have the usual Breit-Wigner 

form: 

T R = 2(M-E)-iT ( 1 4 ) 

where E is the center of mass energy, M the mass of the resonance, r 

its elastic width, and r its total width. Both the mass, M, and the 

elasticity x = r /r were free parameters. 
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As mentioned in Section 1.1 a resonance in an even angular momentum 

partial wave produces an enhancement in the 180 cross-section while one 

in an odd partial wave produces a depression. Attempts were made to 

fit the structure between 800 and 850 MeV/c with resonances of both 
(38) parities. Sinct the 1=1 total cross-section v ' (see Fig. 24) exhibits 

similar behavior in this region,only 1=1 resonances were considered. Of 
p 

the three spin-parity (J ) assumptions tried (S,,, P,,, D,, where the 

notation is l_I2j as explained in Section 1.1) only the D, 3 resonance 

gave a x 2 lower than with no resonance but only mariginally so 

(x2(D,3)=2933, x 2 (no resonance)=3017 with 1652 data points and 88 

parameters). The results of the new analysis both with and without the 

inclusion of a D,, resonance are compared with the new backward elastic 

cross-section data in expanded detail in Fig. 25 for incident K~ momenta 

between 750 and 900 MeV/c. 

As was the case in the earlier analysis, the 1=1 cross-sections 

are still poorly fit (see Fig. 24) despite the introduction of the new 

resonance. This analysis gives a mass of 1708 MeV for the D,, resonance 

while that of Carroll et al.^ ' gives 1715 MeV on the basis of their 

1=1 results. The 1=0 cross-sections are also poorly fit by the new 

analysis but the K"p total cross-section which is the average of both 

isospin channels is fit qui' 'ell. The new analysis in particular does 

not require the introduction of any of the other resonances claimed by 

Carroll et al-^ 3 8* 

IV.4 Conclusions 

The factor of 10 improvement in statistical precision in the measure

ment of the K p backward elastic cross-section achieved by this 
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experiment now more clearly reveals the contributions of the previously 

known S=-l baryon resonances in this energy region (see Fig. 23). 

Furthermore, the enhancement between 800 and 850 MeV/c indicates that 

there no doubt is a new 1=1 KN resonance with a mass between 1700 and 
(38) 1725 MeV as suggested by the total cross-sectionv ' and charge ex-

(•\Q) 

change^ ' studies. Since the 1=1 total cross-section data are still 

not fit well by a partial wave analysis in the region of this resonance, 

its confirmation and an accurate determination of its parameters must 

await a remeasurement of the K p and K"d total cross-sections using the 

higher intensity K~ beams and more suitable apparatus now available. 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, it now seems clear that the S= -1 

baryon resonances studied in this experiment are the excited states of 

the ground state A and Z, which are bound states of a strange quark 

and up and down quarks. The new resonance between 1700 and 1725 MeV 

further enriches this spectrum. Hopefully, QCD or its successor will 

one day be able to calculate the masses of these resonances just as QED 

has determined the many energy levels of atoms. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DIFFRACTIVE SCATTERING 

At large distances r from the scattering center a plane wave may be 

expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials as follows: 

e i k Z = 2iW | < 2 i + 1> "V c o s 8> l> i k r- H > V 1 k r ] d5) 
~i(iit i ky* 

The implied time dependence is e so that the e term represents 
~ i kr a spherical outgoing wave and the e term an incoming wave. A dif-

fractive scattering process modifies the outgoing wave by absorbing a 

positive real fraction a„ of the outgoing wave in each angular momentum 

channel I. Physically this absorbed amplitude goes into inelastic 

channels. If a number of inelastic channels are open, as in K"p 

scattering, this model describes the qualitative features of the scat

tering amplitudes quite well. The total outgoing wave is given by: 

i kv* 
* o u t = filtF 2(2£+l) (l-a£) P£(cos6) (16) 

The scattered wave is obtained by subtracting the unscattered outgoing 

part of the plane wave e 1 z from ty0llt-

i kr °° ia 

*scat = V \ l ^ 2 M ) -T P * ( c o s 6 ) ( 1 7 ) 

Comparing Eq. (17) with the usual definition 

ikr 
*scat " f<8> V ( 1 8> 

gives 

la f(e) = l 2 (2*+i) (-=̂ ) P.(cose) (1:9) 
k 4=0 2 - 1 
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which shows that for d i f f r a c t i v e scatter ing the par t ia l wave amplitudes 

ia 

T. = -„•-• • are posit ive imaginary. The Legendre polynomials add construc

t i v e l y only at cose = +1 (where P (1) = 1) so that at larger angles where 

the polynomials may have opposite signs (and thus add dest ruct ive ly) 

| f ( e ) | i s small. As a resu l t the d i f f e ren t i a l cross-section, which is 

found from 

& - | f ( e ) ' 2 . (20) 

is strongly peaked in the forward d i rect ion fo r d i f f r ac t i ve scat ter ing. 
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APPENDIX 2 

MOMENTUM CALIBRATION 

The actual momentum of the beam was checked with a measurement of 

the time-of-flight of anti-protons over a distance of 361.5 cm. ' 

Pions and kaons were not used because they decay along the flight path 

and thus distort the time-of-flight measurement. The apparatus used for 

this calibration consisted of a fixed scintillation counter, M, and 

another scintillation counter, T, which could be moved from one end of 

the flight path to the other, trailing its coax cables so that their 

lengths remained unaltered. The time difference between a signal from 

M and one from T was measured with a TAC-PHA system calibrated by a time 
5 mark generator to one part in 10 . 

After tuning the beam on anti-protons with a given nominal momentum, 

the zero point was found by measuring the time-of-flight from M to T 

with T placed closest to M. Then T was moved downstream by 361.5 cm 

and the measurement taken again to determine the time interval for the 

anti-proton to traverse that distance. 

Table VIII gives the results of measurements at ten different 

"nominal momenta" that span the momentum range examined by this experi

ment. The "measured momentum" is the momentum of the anti-proton at the 

center of the 361.5 cm flight path as determined by the TOF calibration 

with corrections for dE/dx in the air. The "calculated momentum" is 

arrived at by subtracting the total momentum lost by the anti-protons 

in traversing the material upstream of this central point from the tuned 

"nominal momentum" at the mass slit. It is apparent from the table that 

the two values agree within a few tenths of a per cent. This is as 
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Table VIII 

Results of momentum calibration 

Nominal 
Momentum (MeV/c) 

Calculated 
Momentum 

Measured 
Momentum 

Percentage 
Error 

440 366 363 + .8% 

480 422 419 + .7% 

520 474 472 + .4% 

560 520 521 - .1% 

600 567 568 - .2% 

700 676 679 - .6% 

800 781 786 - .6% 

900 884 886 - .3% 

1000 986 990 - .4% 

1080 1067 1071 - .4% 
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(33) expected since previous momentum cal ibrat ions of th is beanr ' were used 

to obtain the magnet current set points fo r the given nominal momentum. 

A l l momentum values quoted in the main tex t are the mean in teract ion 

momenta of K~'s in the l i q u i d hydrogen target and are determined by sub

t ract ing dp/dx losses from the tuned nominal momentum as described 

above. 
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APPENDIX 3 

DETAILS OF MONTE CARLO BACKGROUND DETERMINATION 

The Monte Carlo program calculated the background proton rate from 

the decay of final state hyperons in the inelastic reactions 

K"p - ATI°, T. TI", Z TT , ITTTT, and ATTTI. The program began by generating 

incident kaons at a randomly selected point in counter SI from which they 

traveled a straight line to the target through another randomly selected 

pointin counterS2 (see Section Ll.land Fig. 4). The momentum of the kaon 

was chosen from a triangular distribution that fell to zero for Ap/p = 

+ 2% about the nominal beam momentum being studied. 

The distribution of interaction points of kaons in the target re

flected the attenuation of the incident kaon beam due to decay and nuclear 

interactions in the liquid hydrogen. After recomputing the momentum of 

the K to account for dp/dx losses in the target to the interaction point, 

the kinematics for the K"p interaction were generated in the center of 

mass using Legendre polynomial parameterizations of the distributions 
(211 obtained from the RLIC partial wave analysis* ' for ATT and £ir and 

isotropic production of E( 1 385)TT (A(1520)TT) followed by isotropic decay 

of the resonance to Air (ETT) for Airî E-mr),. The decays of the hyperons, 

A -*• PIT", Z •*• pir , and Z° -> Ay followed by A -+• pir", were all generated 

isotropically in the rest frame of the decaying particle. The resulting 

proton was then followed through the rest of the apparatus allowing for 

momentum loss and absorption in the target. Protons that hit the P-counter 

were tracked through the spectrometer by means of the usual first order 

matrix representation for beam optics. ' ' The final distribution 

of protons on the hodoscope took into account multiple scattering in the 

material downstream of the interaction point. 
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I t was observed experimentally that the center of the e last ic peak 

was not always the central bin of the hodoscope d is t r ibu t ions . Cince 

the Monto Carlo program was designed so that e las t i ca l l y scattered 0 

protons from on-momentum K 's h i t the central b i n , i t was necessary to 

sh i f t the Monte Carlo background d is t r ibut ions several bins toward the 

low or high momentum sides of the hodoscope to approximate the exper i 

mental s i tua t ion as closely as possible. F ina l l y , since every K 

generated by the Monte Carlo interacted in the target , the number of 

Monte Carlo events, NM~, was chosen to correspond to the experimental 

K~ f lux : 

N M C = B K - V ° r * ' ( 2 1 ) 

BK = number of incident kaons 

n = 8.563 x 10 protons/mb in the LH ? target 

a = the integrated cross-section for the reaction 

b = branching ratio for the hyperon decay to a proton 

Because events were generated over the full 4ir solid angle, it was 

necessary to use the integrated cross-sections, o (obtained from the 
(21) RLICV ' analysis for ETT and tm and from a smooth fit to the data for 

ATTTT and ETTTT), in the above calculation. Figure 26 is a breakup of the 

total Monte Carlo background into the contributions from each reaction 

channel plotted as events versus hodoscope channel at 1007 MeV/c. Most 

background protons come from K"p •+ Air0 while the contribution of the 

ETTTT channel is essentially negligible. The size of the background falls 

rapidly on the high momentum side of the hodoscope since the phase space 

available for production of protons near the maximum allowed momentum 

is small. 
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|9UUDIJ0/SJ966U1 
Figure 26. Monte Carlo predicted background for reactions An , Ainr, 

Z TT , Z TT , and ETTTT normalized to the experimental beam 
flux (in units of 10 K~'s) at 1007 MeV/c 
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The complicated momentum dependence of the Monte Carlo background 

has already been mentioned. Figure 27, which shows the momentum depen

dence of the background from each reaction channel, indicates that the 

reason for this is the large variations of '..he background contributions 

from individual reactions over the momentum range. 
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APPENDIX 4 

CORRECTIONS 

The correction factors discussed here account for a number of small 

effects, none of which exceeded a few per cent in magnitude. Many of 

these factors introduced changes in the final answer that were less than 

the statistical errors on the data so that rigorous calculational tech

niques were not required. 

A. Background scattering in target (CX) 

Equation (13) singled out the correction factor Z-.' from all others, 

it being required in the target-empty subtraction. All other correction 

factors were multiplicative. The factor C 7 ' accounted for the scattering 

in hydrogen of background secondaries, nearly all of which were produced 

upstream of the liquid hydrogen target. Thus the counting rate observed 

when the target was empty was not a true representation of the corres

ponding background component of the counting rate when the target was 

full because those particles in the background coming from upstream of 

the hydrogen target were scattered in the filled hydrogen target and 

some did not reach the hodoscope. 1/C-,' is given by the usual expression 

for attenuation of the secondary proton beam in the 20.96 cm of LH,,: 

1/C 7' = exp( - n p o T) (22) 
-4 n = 8.563 x 10 protons/mb for the LFL target used in this 

experiment. 

Of = K"p total cross-section from references 42 and 43. 

The momentum dependence of C ?', which ranged from 1.020-1.037, is dis

played in Fig. 18. The effect of C 7 ' was ignored in the background 

determination because its small value was masked by larger statistical 
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fluctuations in the number of background events. 

B. Corrections to beam flux and K track length in the target 

1. Beam Contamination (C,) 

Since the Cerenkov counter was not 100% efficient in rejecting IT'S 

and u's in the beam, a correction had to be made for beam contamination. 

Protons from -rrp backward elastic scatters had momenta too high to fall 

inside the K"p elastic peak on the hodoscope while protons from wider 

angle Tip scatters missed the P counter. Thus beam contamination did not 

affect the number of events and the cross-section was scaled upward to 

account only for overcounting of the incident kaon flux. 

If the pion rejection, R, and kaon identification efficiency, &„, 

of the Cerenkov counter are known, the contamination can be calculated 

from the measured beam particle to beam "kaon" ratio, BD/BK, as follows: 

\ + \ - B D 

f + c K N K = BK 

so, TT contamination = - £ ^ = ^ - X (12. . _L) (23) 

where, 

Nir(N|<) = Actual number of pions (kaons) in the beam 

BD(BK) = Measured number of incident beam particles (kaons). 

The pion rejection was measured at a number of the momenta by tuning 

the beam separator for pions and observing how many it's were misidentified 

as by K's by the ferenkov counter. Figure 28 shows the results of those 
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measurements as well as the measured N /N„ - BD/BK-1 ratios. Figure 29 

displays the calculated values for the ir contamination. The sharp 

discontinuities from one momentum region to the next are the result of 

using different Cerenkov cells in different momentum regions as noted on 

the figure. The smooth curve fits to the N /N.. ratio and the rejection 

were used to obtain the final values for the beam contamination. The 

errors on the N /N„ ratio and rejection values are estimates of the 

scatter of the data in each momentum range and were added in quadrature 

to obtain the final error on the contamination. Although these errors 

are quite large ~ 30%, the effect on the final cross-section results is 

minimal because the contamination correction is typically only a few 

tenths of a percent or less except at the lowest momenta (see Fig. 29). 

2. Kaon decay between Cerenkov and Sg counters (Cg) 

From 6-12% (depending on the momentum) of the kaons identified as 

such by the Cerenkov counter decayed before reaching S„. If any of 

their charged decay products (IT'S or u's) hit both M and S„ (or just c 

if the decay took place between M and S ?) they would be wrongly ider>- -

fied as beam kaons. As a result BK is an overestimate of the kaon flux 

and the measured cross-section must be increased by a factor: 

C 2 = [1-A/N r 1 (24) 
K 

where A is the number of charged particles from kaon decays that fane a 

beam kaon if N„ kaons are identified by the c'erenkov counter. 
c The Monte Carlo program mentioned in Section III.l generated N =10" 

kaons at the c counter exit and decayed them between C and S ? according 
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to: 

where, 

dN K= ^ exp(-z/nci)dz (25) 

dN = the number of kaons that decay in the interval dz a K 

distance z downstream of the c counter 

n = PK-/mK-

cx = 370.9 cm for K~'s 

Only the decay modes y~ v, TT~TT , and TT TT TT were considered. The paths 

of the charged decay products were followed and if they produced a 

signal in M and/or S~ the number A was incremented. Kaons that decayed 

downstream of S ? comprise the correction factor Cr. C 0 was discovered 

to have a constant value of 1.0098 ± .0002 over the entire momentum 

range (see Fig. 18). 

3. Kaon interaction in counter S 0 (C-). 

Kaons that interacted in counter S~ and were lost would still give 

a signal and thus be counted in the incident flu:- '.-;. Consequently, 

the measured cross-section had to be scaled upward: _y a factor 

C 3 - exp i f N o a K ) S ) (26) 

to account for the attenuation of the kaon beam in Sp. The factor 

fj- N is explained after Eq. (13) (see Section III.l). The absorption 

cross-section for kaons on scintillator material, a.. <., was estimated 

to be 271 mb over the whole momentum range by first subtracting the 

cross-section for small angle diffractive scattering from the total 

cross-section for kaons on carbon ' 'and then scaling the result to 
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scintillator which contains both carbon and hydrogen. It was also 

possible for kaons to interact in M and send charged particles into Sp 

and thus fake an incident beam kaon. However, since S ? subtends a solid 

angle of only 200 msr at M this effect is negligible. The correction 

factor, C 3, was found to be only 1.0041 ± 0.0005. 

4. Kaon decay from S g through hydrogen target (C.) 

The correction C 2 already takes into account the decay of kaons 

between c and S 2. This correction, C«, merely reflects the attenuation 

of the kaon beam due to decays downstream of the last beam defining 

counter, S ?. For N K kaons emerging from S„ the number of K"p backward 

elastic scatters in the hydrogen target, N s-, is given by 

rl -z/ncx . 
N c r =1 dz N„ e £ N ^ AQ 

-\ [S - i^"-^"")]^^ 4 0 

In this equation z represents the distance along the beam line downstream 

of S ? so that the factor e" accounts for the attenuation of the 

incident kaon beam due to decays (where n=P/m is the ratio of the K 's 

momentum to its mass and ex = 370.9 cm for kaons). The integrand is the 

number of the backward scatters in the interval dz in the target while 

the limits of integration, Z' = 6.27 cm and H = 26.59 cms, are, res

pectively, the distances of the upstream and downstream target flask 

windows from S 2- Comparison with Eq. (12) shows that the measured 

do/dn must be corrected by 

C 4 = i ^ l L-^'/ncx ^-Vncxl" 1
 ( 2 8 ) 
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The momentum dependence of this correction factor, which ranged between 

1.02 and 1.05, is shown in Fig. 18. 

5. Kaon interactions in the hydrogen target (C s) 

This factor corrects for the loss of incident kaon flux due to K"p 

interactions in the liquid hydrogen target. The derivation of the 

formula for Cr involves the same considerations involved in calculating 

C» with the beam attenuation determined by - A _ ( M K p ) instead of 1/n.cr. 

The result is 
N L PN L , 

C 5 * - j r ° T H - exp(- - ^ - O T ) ] " 1 (29) 

where a T is obtained from the smooth fit to ithe available K"p total 

cross-section data* 'and the other factors are defined after Eq. (13). 

C 5 is plotted in Fig. 18 and varies between 1.015 and 1.023 over the 

whole momentum range. 

6. Effective target length (C.) 

Since the ends of the cylindrical hydrogen target were curved, 

particles that entered the target off axis traversed a distance shorter 

than the axial length L used in Eq. (13),. To a good approximation (due 

to the small vertical extent of the beam at the target) the difference 

between L and the effective target length due to the curvature of one 

end of the target is given by 

< 8 > = /HI(x)6(x)dx//HI(x)dx + / vKy)6(y)dy// vI(y)dy (30) 

where the first integral is over the horizontal extent of the beam spot 

and the second over the vertical. 6(x) as defined in Fig. 30, which 

shows the profile of the target flask, was measured on an accurate X-ray 
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Figure 30. Sketch of target showing parameters used in 
determining its effective length 
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photograph of the target flask. The horizontal distributions of beam 

kaons, I(x), were obtained by projecting the trajectories (as determined 

by the wire chambers for each K" that produced a trigger) to the upstream 

and downstream ends of the target. Since the vertical half-width of the 

beam spot at the target was only .95 cm and since the wire chambers pro

vided no information on the vertical beam profile, the vertical distri

butions, I(y), were assumed to be triangular with a base half width of 

.95 cm. The value < 6 > was calculated by numerical integration at both 

ends of the target taking into account the different horizontal distri

butions at each end. The overall deviation of t\ . effective length from 

the axial length is then given by the sum of the upstream and downstream 

end calculations: 

A = < 6 u > + < 6 d > (31) 

The resulting correction scales the cross-section upward by a factor: 

C 6 = [ 1 - A/L ] _ 1 _ (32) 

Cg was calculated at several momenta and found to have a constant value 

of 1.0230 ± 0.0005 as expected from the fact that the same focusing 

conditions at the target were used at each momentum. 

C. Loss of protons 

1. Geometric acceptance of spectrometer and loss 
of protons due to scatters in the target. (CZT 

In order to maximize the counting rate, the P counter, which defined 

the solid angle Afi, . in Eq. (13), was made slightly larger than the geo

metric acceptance of the spectrometer. As a result some of the forward 

scattered protons were lost due to scraping at the spectrometer magnet 

apertures. This was particularly true at low momenta. 
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To calculate this correction the Monte Carlo program generated 

elastic K~p collisions in the target for center of mass angles between 

the incident and final kaon of 150 to 180 . Angles less than 150° were 

not considered because protons from such wide angle scatters missed the 

P counter. By using a probability distribution that depended on the 

proton-proton total cross-section and the path length of the scattered 

proton in the liquid hydrogen, a check was made to see if the proton 

interacted in the target. Protons that did were assumed to be lost. Of 

course^ some of these "lost" protons were protons that would have hit 

the P counter had they not interacted in the hydrogen. This fact was 

taken into account in the final calculation of C-, as explained below. 

The trajectories of all protons that hit the P counter were followed 

through the spectrometer to the hodoscope and those protons that failed 

to meet the aperture requirements at the entrance or exit of each magnet 

were lost. The resulting correction factor for loss of secondary protons 

is 

C- = (P + J S)/H (33) 

where, 

N = the number of Monte Carlo generated K"p collisions, typically 

10 5, 

P = the number of protons from those N events that hit the P counter, 

S = the number of protons lost due to interactions in the hydrogen 

target, 

H = the number of protons that ultimately reach the hodoscope. 

This relation assumes, as a good approximation, that the same fraction, 

P/N, of protons that were lost through interactions in the target would 
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have hit the P counter as were generated. C 7 was found to vary smoothly 

between 1.04 and 1.06 over the whole momentum range (see Fig. 18). 
+ - - + 2. TT decays in K p •> E TT (CO) 

This correction applies only to the measurement of the differential 

cross-section for K"p •+ £~TT and is described in Appendix 6. For back

ward elastic K"p scattering C„ is exactly unity. 

3. Self veto (C Q) 

The lead collimator and the high threshold M counter veto circuit 

(see Sections II.2 and II.6) were designed to reduce the vetoes of beam 

particles that produced backscattered K 's. Such K"'s or their decay 

products, pions and muons, could, in principle, reach the cerenkov counter 

and veto good K~p -> K p events by producing a false "pion" signal and 

thereby lead to a cross-section value that was too small. To make sure 

that this effect was indeed small, the Monte Carlo program was,run with 

several simplifying assumptions incorporated to make the problem trac

table. 

The Monte Carlo program not only followed the paths of forward 

scattered protons from K"p ->- K~p but could also determine the fate of 

the backscattered K~ as well. The energy deposited in the M counter 

by a backward going K~ was checked and if found to be greater than 2.5 

times that for a minimum ionizing K~ it was assumed that the high thres

hold M counter veto circuit fired and the good K"p -*• K~p event was not 

vetoed. However, any K~'s that missed M or any that decayed before 

reaching M to TT'S and u's that are always essentially minimum ionizing 

would not trigger the veto circuit and could potentially cause trouble 

if not stopped by the lead wall. 
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For the Monte Carlo calculation the lead wall was assumed to be 
2 infinitesimally thin but with a density of 115 g/cm , of infinite extent 

with a 10.16cm x 5.08 cm hole, and located at the upstream end of the 

actual lead wall. All backscattered K_'s that hit the lead were assumed 

to stop because their low energy gave them insufficient range to pene

trate the lead wall, IT'S and u's that hit the lead were assumed to lose 
2 energy corresponding to the traversal of 115 g/cm of lead. 

Particles that penetrated the lead or passed through the hole and 

hit the Cerenkov cell were considered to be normally incident to the 

cell surface. As a check on the systematic error of the calculation two 

conditions for producing a false veto in the C-counter were considered: 

(1) all partiqles with a velocity large enough to produce C light in the 

cell caused a veto and (2) only those particles that produced C* light at 

an angle sufficiently large to be internally reflected (see the des

cription of the C-counter in Section II.2) caused a veto. Figure 31 

shows the Monte Carlo results for both conditions. It was found that no 

false vetoes were produced by kaons and that what few vetoes did occur 

were caused mainly by the small number of IT'S and u's from K" decay that 

went through the hole in the lead. 

For the sake of calculation it was estimated that all particles of 

type (2) (as defined above) vetoed good events while only 10% of type 

(1) did so. The result of this estimate of C g is shown as the solid 

line in Fig. 31. All values of C g shown in Fig. 31 were obtained from 

C g = [1-A/N]" 1 (34) 

where A is the number of false vetoes resulting from N backward elastic 

K"p events. It is important to note that in no case is the correction 
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factor larger than a few tenths of one per cent so that any systematic 

error in its evaluation is masked by the much larger statistical errors 

in the data. 

4. Interactions of protons in the P counter 
and the air column inl:he spectrometer (C 1 Q)-

This correction accounts for the absorption of forward scattered 

protons in the material downstream of the target in the same way that C 3 

corrects for absorption of the K" beam. To calculate this correction 

the absorption cross-sections for protons in air and scintillator were 

assumed to be constant over the whole momentum range of the experiment. 

The scintillator cross-section was estimated to be 240 mb by scaling 
12 (39) 

the pC cross-section v ' while the cross-section in air was chosen to 
14 (39) be 260 mb from pN data. ' The constant value of C,Q was found to be 

1.014. 
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APPENDIX 5 

ON-LINE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The data acquisition for this experiment was handled by a PDP-11/34 

computer using the RSX11M operating system. ' The structure of the 

data acquisition program was constrained by the features of the operating 

system and the fact that this particular 11/34 only had 48 K of memory 

of which 20 K was occupied by the operating system. To provide some help 

to those laboring under similar constraints, this structure is outlined 

here. 

The entire data-taking system (a multi-task structure) consisted of 
(471 several programs^ ' that appear in Fig. 32 on a diagram of the priority 

of the program versus the time it was run relative to the spill times 

from the AGS. The program BNLMAS was in core at all times and scheduled 

the running of the other tasks. When the system was first loaded, the 

task INIZ initialized the global storage area. 

The routine BNLCMD ran next and processed all commands entered by 

the experimenters at the terminal (e.g., start and stop data-taking, 

display histograms, etc.). Once data-taking was initiated the software 

interface to CAMAC, BCDRV, was activated and could interrupt any other 

task whenever the CAMAC modules contained data to be read into the 

computer. Any one of three such signals could generate an interrupt: 

(1) the start of the AGS flat-top which caused BCDRV to prepare the data 

buffers for incoming data; (2) an event trigger on which BCDRV read the 

TDC, ADC, hodoscope latchbox, and wire chamber information into memory, 

and (3) an AGS off pulse which prompted the reading of the CAMAC scalers. 

After interrupt (3) had occurred and the scalers were read, the program 
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DATEX was scheduled to process the data and no other task could run. 

DATEX took the raw data from CAMAC and converted it to a more use

ful form before writing it to tape. This included converting a binary 

encoded hit pattern from the wire chambers to the actual numbers of the 

wires hit and also converting the signals from the 23 hodoscope scintil

lator slats to the number(s) corresponding to which of the 45 hodoscope 

channels contained an event (see Section II.5). If either BCDRV or 

DATEX detected an error the task LOGERR was scheduled by BNLMAS, 

interrupted any output to the terminal, and printed the error message. 

Once DATEX (and LOGERR if run) was complete, data-taking resumed and 

BNLCMD could again accept input from the experimenters. 
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APPENDIX 6 

K"p •*• E - / 

A. General discussion 

The same apparatus used for the measurement of the K"p backward 

elastic cross-section can also be used to study other two-body final 

states provided one of the particles has a lifetime sufficiently long 

to reach the hodoscope. In order to avoid a large contamination of the 

trigger signal by unscattered beam particles, one is limited to particles 

of charge opposite in sign to the beam. Hence the reaction K~p -+ 1,'v 

where the IT emerges at 0 was also investigated. 

Figure 33 displays the data for this reaction that existed prior to 

this experiment, which, as in the case of the K"p backward elastic data, 

has a statistical precision of only 30%. The figure also displays the 
(21) results of RLIC partial wave analysis (PWA)^ ' for this channel. Both 

the PWA and the three experiments referenced in the figure^ ' ' ' are 

discussed in Section 1.2. The data do not exhibit as much structure as 

in K p + K p but some gross features are apparent. The high energy tail 

of the A(l520) resonance accounts for the larger cross-section below 500 

MeV/c while several resonances (A(1671), A(1692), E(1679) (P^) and 

Z(1679) (D13))are responsible for the broad enhancement between 650 and 

800 MeV/c. The rise in the cross-section above 1000 MeV/c is attri

butable to the A(1819) and A(1825) resonances but is not as prominent as 

the bump in the elastic cross-section (see Section 1.2) because the 

£(1770) and E(1777) have only a small branching ratio for the XTT 

channel. 
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B. Experimental Description 

The only difference in the experimental set up for K~p -+ Z ~TT + as 

opposed to K p -* K p was in the timing of the final trigger coincidence, 

TR=HT'« SKT described in Section II.6 (see Fig. 12). Figure 12 gives 

the time difference between the arrival of a beam K" at the M counter 

and the detection of a secondary proton or pion at the hodoscope as a 

function of the incident K~ momentum. For K"p elastic scattering the 

width of the SK'gate was set to span the full range of proton flight 

times shown in the figure so as to avoid changing the fast logic timing 

as the momentum was changed. If the same timing scheme were used for 

K p •* E~7T , it was found experimentally that such a wide SK'gate would 

accept other unwanted HT'signals in addition to those from K"p •+ E~TT 

events. Hence the SK'gate was reduced to 12 ns and the HTpulse to 5 ns 

to provide very tight timing that eliminated the undesired background. 

Since the flight time of pions varied by only 2 ns over the whole momen

tum range no adjustment of the trigger logic was required when changing 

momentum. 

C. Correction Factors 

The analysis of the K~p -+ E"TT data proceeded in much the same 

fashion as described in Section III and only the differences will be 

explained here. The major problem in unraveling the raw data was the 

fact that the secondary -rr 's could decay while traversing the spectro

meter. 
Due to the small TT-U mass difference, forward going muons from the 

o + - + 
decay of 0 IT 's in the reaction K p •> Z tr fell well within the momentum 
acceptance of the hodoscope. Depending on the angle of decay of the u 

+ + 
in the TT center of mass and the position of the ir decay in the spectro

meter, muons could hit anywhere on the hodoscope, miss the hodoscope 
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entirely, or be lost due to scraping on the magnet apertures. To scale 

the number of experimentally determined events under the data peak to 

the number of TT 's that would have hit the hodoscope had the IT 's been 

stable, it was necessary to run two versions of the Monte Carlo program. 

In one version, all pions from K p + E~TT were assumed to be stable. In 

the other version pions were allowed to decay along the spectrometer 

flight path and the muon's trajectory through the spectrometer was 

followed to see if it hit the hodoscope. Approximately 30% of the muons 

from the decay of v 's that would have hit the hodoscope had they been 

stable, were found to hit the hodoscope under the data peak. 

Forward going TT 'S from K p -+ l'v were generated by the Monte 

Carlo in essentially the same manner as described in Appendices 3 and 

4.C.I. The ratio, R, of good TT events that decay to "stable" IT 's that 

hit the hodoscope within the data peak limits was obtained from the two 

versions of the Monte Carlo at several momenta. Figure 34a is a plot 

of these results with the following fit to the momentum dependence 

superimposed: 

R = 1 - exp(-A/P +) (35) 

where, 

A = 148.02 ± .47 as determined by the fit, 

P + = momentum of the 0° ir in K"p -+ E"TT for the given incident K~ 
TT r J 

momentum. 

This form reflects the fact < ivt fewer v 's decay along the spectrometer 

flight path as the momentum is increased. 

The Monte Carlo also yielded the fraction, f, of muons from TT decay 

that were actually counted as good events. The momentum dependence of f 
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is plotted in Fig. 34b and was found to be constant at 30% above 625 MeV/c. 

These two fac tors , R and f , were combined to give C a : 

C 8 = [ l - ( l - f ) R ] - 1 (36) 

The final result for C„ as a function of the incident K~ momentum is 

shown in Fig. 34c. 

The other corrections applied to the data are described in Section 

111.3 and Appendix 4. Correction factors C ] through C are identical for 

K~p -• E'TT and K"p •> K"p because they modify only the incident K~ flux. 

Factors C-, and C^ and C, Q which account for the absorption of IT sec

ondaries were calculated using absorption cross-sections for TT 'S instead 

of protons as in the calculation of the corresponding K~p elastic scat

tering corrections. In calculating C ? the version of the Monte Carlo 

program in which the pions were assumed to be stable was used. 

The only other correction, C g (see Appendix 4.C.3), which allows 

for TT'S from Z~ decays traveling upstream through the ̂  counter and 

vetoing good K p + Z"TT events, is found to be unity because such IT'S 

have insufficient velocity to produce Cerenkov light which is internally 

reflected in the cell. The values of the correction factors for the 
o + - - + 
0 7T differential cross-section for the reaction K p -> E T\ are given 

in Table VI and displayed in Fig. 18 (see Section III). 

D. Background subtraction 

It will be remembered from the above discussion that the correction 

factor Cn accounted for the 1/3 of the u's from the decay of the 
o + 0 7T 's that '"'•' the hodoscope within the limits of the data peak. The 

other u's hit the iron of the spectrometer magnets, missed the hodoscope 

entirely, or hit the hodoscope outside the data peak on the low or high 
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momentum sides which were used to determine the background. For a proper 

evaluation of the background (using the methods described in Section III.2 

and Appendix 3), it was necessary to use the Monte Carlo program to sub

tract the contribution to the wings of the hodoscope distributions of 

the u 'sfrom the decays, of forward scattered IT 'S before calculating the 

background in the data peak. 
o + -

Only the reaction K p -> K sn followed by the decay K s •+ Tt TI pro

duced background pions within the momentum range accepted by the spec

trometer. Monte Carlo calculations for this reaction were performed 

for four different values of the incident K~ momentum but, as in the 

K~p backward elastic analysis, an additional background of about 4% was 

not accounted for. Since the K? -+ ir TT" background was distributed 

uniformly over the hodoscope, it proved more convenient to estimate 

the total K~p •* E~TT background using the procedure described in 

Section III.2 for the K"p -> K"p additional background. This total TT 

background is plotted verses the incident K~ momentum in Fig. 35. The 

smooth curve was used to obtain the background values used in the 

analysis. Just as for K~p •> K p the T\ background exhibits the same 

momentum dependence as the 0° K -p •+ E_TT cross-section except above 

900 MeV/c where the K? •+ it TT" background dominates. At noted in Section 

III.2 this suggests that the unexplained background may come from 

secondary IT 'S that scatter off the pole faces of D4 (the first bending 

magnet in the spectrometer) through the P counter and into the hodoscope. 

However this effect is highly model dependent and hence difficult to 

calculate. 
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E. Results 

The f i n a l results of t h i s measurement of forward IT 's fromK~p-> £~TI 

are l i s t ed in Table IX and displayed in Fig. 36. Figure 37 which com

pares these data with previous resul ts shows the factor of IQ s t a t i s i t i c a l 

improvement. The new resul ts agree very well w i th the RLIC par t ia l wave 
(21) 

analysis (see Fig. 38) except fo r an overall normalization below 900 MeV/c. 

No new structure is revealed in th i s channel. 
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Table IX 

D i f fe ren t ia l cross section for the react ion K"p -*• Z'-n f o r 
6 = 0 ° i n the cm . as a funct ion of incident K~ momentum (P,,-) 

IT K 

P„-(MeV/c) ^ (0 ° ) (mb /s r ) P„-(MeV/c) ^ (0 ° ) (mb /s r ) 

497 0.798 + 0.071 785 0.738 + 0.025 

518 0.689 + 0.050 805 0.577 ± 0.019 

539 0.701 + 0.044 826 0.456 ± 0.011 

560 0.628 + 0.037 846 0.329 ± 0.011 

581 0.624 + 0.036 866 0.248 ± 0.010 

601 0.597 + 0.033 886 0.200 ± 0.012 

622 0.653 + 0.034 896 0.194 ± 0.010 

642 0.693 + 0.022 906 0.188 ± 0.009 

663 0.736 + 0.023 926 0.191 ± 0.008 

683 0.865 + 0.038 947 0.193 ± 0.009 

704 0.988 + 0.026 967 0.234 ± 0.011 

714 1.160 + 0.029 987 0.279 ± 0.011 

724 1.136 + 0.033 1007 0.310 ± 0.015 

734 1.160 + 0.034 1029 0.385 ± 0.016 

745 1.121 + 0.031 1051 0.494 ± 0.016 

765 1.007 + 0.029 1073 0.561 ± 0.016 
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